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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(M), 

GOHPUR 

  PRESENT: SRI KAUSHIK KUMAR SHARMA 

                       S.D.J.M(M), GOHPUR 

                             GR:  347/09 

                                U/S 420/34 of IPC of IPC 

                 STATE OF ASSAM……………………PROSECUTION 

                               v. 

                 Md. Yunus Ali and Three ors……ACCUSED 

Ld. Advocates: For Prosecution………Smti Bornali Chetia, Ld.APP 

                   For Defence…….Sri Golap Bora, Ld. Advocate 

Evidence Recorded on : 29.3.12, 27.7.12, 10.6.15,  

Argument heard on: 24.6.15 

Judgment delivered on: 24.6.15 

 

                                                    J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution’s case is that the accused persons , namely, 

Md.Anowar Ali, Md. Nizamuddin, Md. Azizur Ali and Md. Hanif 

Palwan,  had come to Diffalu Satra, on 27.7.09, for the purpose of 

making duplicate currency notes, in a Maruti car, bearing no. AS-

07A/0278,  and chetaed the village people by way of duplicate 

currency notes. Hence, the case.  
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2.  The informant, S.I, Sri Ram Dulal Gowala,   had lodged the FIR , 

at Gohpur police station. The police had registered Gohpur  P.S 

Case No. 129/09 u/s 420/34 of IPC. After investigation, the police 

had submitted charge sheet u/s 420/34 of IPC.  

3. On appearance before Court, the charge u/s 420/34 of IPC, was 

read out  to the accused persons, to which they pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried. 

4. The prosecution had examined 4 witnesses. Thereafter, 

prosecution has closed its evidence. The accused were examined 

u/s313 Cr PC. The defence side did not adduce any evidence. 

Heard arguments. 

 

 POINTS FOR DETREMINATION: 

a) Whether the accused persons, in furtherance of their common 

intention had, cheated the village people of Diffalu Satra, by 

deceiving them and inducing them to deliver any properties, by 

means of fake currency notes.   

DISCUSSION AND DECISION BASED ON REASON: 

5. PW1, Sri Gakul Bora, in his examination in chief has stated that 

about three years ago, the accused persons were taken to the 

Police station. He had also gone to the police station,. Where he 

had learnt that the accused persons make fake currency.  

6. In his cross examination, he has stated that he does not know, 

anything about making of fake currency . He does not recognise 

the accued persons. He stated that he came to know about it as 

told by police.  

7. PW2, Smti Dipali Sarma, in her examination in chief has stated that 

she does not recognize the accsued persons. She stated that about 

3 years ago, somebody had informed her over phone that fake 
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currency notes would be prepared in her house. The accused 

persons, present, had gone to her house. Later on, she had 

informed the police. The police had caught the accused persons 

and took them away. 

8. In his cross examination, she has stated that she does not the 

number from which she was being informed. Her phone was not 

seized by police. She had seen those people for a short time. At 

the time of the incident, she was pregnant. She does not know , 

whether the persons present in the court ahd called her or 

somebody else had called her. She denied the suggestion that the 

present accused persons did not come to her house. She stated 

that as she was pregnant, she had immediately called up police 

and police came and took them away.  

9. PW3, Sri Raju Bora, in his examination in chief has stated that he 

does not recognize the accused persons. He stated that he came to 

know that some persons were caught by police. He does not know 

why those were caught. 

10. PW4, S.I. of Police, Sri Ram Dulal Gowala, who is the informant as 

well as the I.O. of the case, has stated that in the year 2009, he 

was working as the I/C of Hawajan OP. He was in a patrolling duty. 

At that time, he had received an information that some people had 

come in a Maruti car to prepare fake currency notes at Diffalu 

Satra. When he had gone there, he saw one Maruti car, where four 

persons were there, including the driver. He had brought them to 

police station, and questioned them. He came to know that they 

were involved in making of fake currency notes earlier as well and 

that they had come to Diffalu Satra earlier for making fake 

currency notes. The accused, Nizamuddinn was arrested in the 

same kind of offence in a case under Dhemaji Police station. When 

the accused persons had confessed, he had lodged a FIR in police 

station. He recognizes the accused persons. Accused, Hanifa 
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Paluwan was the driver of the car. Ext 1 is his FIR and Ext 1(1) is 

his signature.  

11. He also stated that he is the I.O. of the case as well. After 

receiving the aforesaid information that some persons ahd come to 

make fake currency, on 27.7.09, he had made GD Entry no.463 dtd 

27.7.09. Thereafter, he came to Diffalu satra with his staff. There 

he saw Maruti car, AS-07B-0278. He saw three persons sitting 

inside the car. On suspicion, he had brought those three men along 

with the driver to the police station, and he had questioned them , 

He came to know that the persons had come to the house of Dipali 

Sarma of Diffalu Satra. The accsued persons ahd come to that 

house to prepare fake notes. On that day, he was being informed 

by neighbouring people and hence, he ahd gone to that place. The 

Gohpur P.S case no. 129/09 u/s 420/34 of IPC was registered. He 

had inquired the witnesses, seized the Maruti Car. He had filed the 

charge sheet. He had prepared the sketch map. The accsued were 

arrested and were forwarded to Court. The car was given in 

zimma. Ext 2 is the GD entry extract and Ext 2(1) is his signature. 

Ext 3 is the seizure list and Ext 3(1) is his signature. Ext 4 is the 

sketch map and Ext 4(1) is his signature. Ext 5 is the zimma nama 

and Ext 5(1) is his signature.  

12. In his cross examination , inter alia, he ahs stated that he did not 

make any prayer to record the confessional statements of the 

accused persons. He had not seized anything else , other than the 

Maruti car and its documents. In the seizure list, there is no 

evidence that the seizure list was shown before the Court as there 

was no seal and signature.  He stated that he had produced the 

seizure list. He did not give notice to Smti Mamoni Sarma or 

Basanta Sarma, to produce the seized car, in the Court. It is not 

mentioned in his CD, as on what dates the accused persons had 

come to Diffalu Satra, earlier. He stated that in Diffalu Satra, the 
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village road, is on the west side of the National Highway. In his 

sketch map, No.7 was mentioned as National Highway. He denied 

the suggestion that he had drawn the sketch map, upside down, 

and that he never ahd visited the place of occurrence. He stated 

that no case was registered under the section of making fake 

currency. He stated that for an offence u.s 420 of IPC, there must 

be wrongful gain or wrongful loss. He stated that he did not record 

the statements of persons who had suffered wrongful loss. He 

denied the suggestion that the accused persons did not confess 

any guilt. He denied the suggestion that, he did not conduct the 

investigation properly, and had submitted false charge sheet.  

 

APPRECIATOPN OF EVIDENCE: 

13. In order to prove he charge of cheating u/s 410 of IPC, the 

foremost element to be proved is that the accused persons had 

committed cheating, But it is clear from the evidence of PWs that 

there is no material to show that the accsued had committed any 

cheating on others. Further, there is no evidence of any delivery of 

property to the accused persons.  

14. There is also no evidence to  prove that the accused persons had 

made any fake currency at the place of occurrence, nor there is 

any evidence to prove that they had attempted to make any fake 

currency. This is because, no instrument or device or fake currency 

was found in their possession. They were found sitting inside a car, 

and on suspicion they were taken into custody. But, mere suspicion 

does not take the place of proof. PW2, has stated that she had 

received a call by somebody that some persons would come to 

make fake currency in her house.  But she did not mention who 

had called her. Even otherwise, her statement alone does not 

prove that the accused persons had made or attempted to make 

any fake currency.  
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15. The prosecution’s case is also silent as to where the accsued were 

found in the car and what they were doing. Mere fact that the 

accsued persons were found inside a car at Diffalu Satra, is not 

sufficient to prove the charge against the accsued persons.  

16. The I.O had stated that the accused ahd earlier came to Diffalu 

Satra to prepare fake currency. But he had failed to secure any 

such witness, who could testify that.  

17. Hence, in the light of the above evidence, I am of the considered 

view that prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of the accused 

persons u/s 420/34 of IPC. Hence, the accused are acquitted from 

the said charge of this case, and are set at liberty forthwith.  

18. The judgment is pronounced in the open court on this 24th  of 

June, 2015.  The judgment is prepared under my hand and seal of 

this Court  

19.  The bail bond shall remain operative till 6 months from the date of 

this order and shall stand cancelled after the expiry of 6 months. 

20.  The case is, accordingly, disposed of. 

 

                                                                 (K.K. Sharma) 

                                                               S.D.J.M, Gohpur. 
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS EXHIBITED BY THE PROSECUTION: 

 

EXT. 1: FIR 

EXT2 : GD ENTRY EXTRACT 

EXT 3: SEIZURE LIST 

EXT 4: SKETCH MAP 

EXT 5: ZIMMANAMA.  

 

 

 

                                                                S.D.J.M(M), GOHPUR.                  

 

 


